Angular random walk limited by Rayleigh backscattering in resonator fiber optic gyros.
This paper is concerned with the angular random walk (ARW) limited by Rayleigh backscattering in the resonator fiber optic gyro (RFOG) with a light source of arbitrary temporal coherence. First, a model of Rayleigh backscattering noise in RFOGs is established to predict the fluctuation characteristics of backscattered intensity and interference intensity. Next, the formula for the ARW limited by Rayleigh backscattering is derived, and the requirement of carrier suppression level is calculated to make sure the ARW is limited by the detector's shot noise rather than Rayleigh scattering noise. Finally, the influences of the cavity length, the linewidth, and the finesse on the ARW limited by Rayleigh backscattering are investigated. The results predict that the influence of the cavity length L and the laser linewidth ΔυL on the ARW is dominantly related to the factor e-2πΔυLneL/c, and under the finesse 88, the best ARW is obtained when there is a relation L·ΔυL≈4×105 m·Hz.